Career Fair 2016

IBA Career Fair is the premier forum for employers to meet some of the best-qualified business administration and information systems graduate students in the nation. It draws a large pool of talented IBA students and alumni who not only possess practical skills and global perspective but also a tremendous passion and zeal to perform beyond expectations. The IBA Career Fair provides a common venue to recruiters and students to share information and explore various career opportunities.

Gold Sponsor – Feroze Mills

Feroze Mills is the leading Manufacturer and Exporter of Specialized Yarn & Textile Terry Products in Pakistan. Starting the journey in early 1970s, Feroze1888 has progressed gradually & today it enjoys an eminent presence among all. As an ISO 9001:2008 certified company, they maintain high sets of standards in all areas, ranging from the highest quality products to maximum employee satisfaction. Company has state of the art vertically integrated terry towel manufacturing facility.